Social networks play an increasingly important role in shaping the behaviour of users of the Web. Conceivably Twitter stands out from the others, not only for the platform's simplicity but also for the great influence that the messages sent over the network can have. The impact of such messages determines the influence of a Twitter user and is what tools such as Klout, PeerIndex or TwitterGrader aim to calculate. Reducing all the factors that make a person influential into a single number is not an easy task, and the effort involved could become useless if the Twitter users do not know how to improve it. In this paper we identify what specific actions should be carried out for a Twitterer to increase their influence in each of above-mentioned tools applying, for this purpose, data mining techniques based on classification and regression algorithms to the information collected from a set of Twitter users.
Introduction
Twitter [1] is an information network made up of 140-character messages called tweets. It is an easy way to discover the latest news (i.e. what's happening) related to subjects or people that are important to you. The reasons why users are interested in this free platform are as varied and different as the user profiles themselves but maybe many of them share a common goal: to become influential Twitter users. Therefore a question arises, what does it mean to be an influential Twitter user? In this regard, there does not seem to be any consensus on what exactly influence means in the Twittersphere. Several definitions try to determine what aspects are relevant to explaining the impact (trust, power, authority, reach, connection, value,...) of a user in the community. At the simplest level, Twitter's influence can be defined as a measure of the ability to cause desirable and measurable actions and outcomes [2, 3] .
Reducing influence to a number is certainly a difficult simplification that a considerable number of analytical tools such as Klout [4] , PeerIndex [5] or TwitterGrader [6] try to compute. Each one of these tools implements its own proprietary algorithm to estimate influence based upon attributes related to both user contact network topology (number of followers, followers/following ratio, frequency with which the user is mentioned, and so on) and the traffic tweets (number of retweets, replies and mentions, among other things). Nevertheless, none of these tools are very transparent about how the score is calculated since the algorithm is a competitive asset and disclosure would inevitably encourage people to manipulate the system. However, without that knowledge, the value computed by these systems is insignificant because, on the one hand, no guidelines are available as to which tool should be used in each case and, on the other hand, the score does not tell us anything about how to improve the ranking. So, in this context, could we identify which parameters are more relevant for each tool and its corresponding estimated ranking?
Several recent efforts have been made to track influence on Twitter [3, 7, 8, 9] . Some of them have focused on the Twitter network topology only and others have more directly focused on the Twitterers activity as an indicator of influence. Taken together, it can be concluded that the static graph is, at best, a mediocre indicator of who is actually influential on Twitter and, although, analyzing activity is a key step in identifying influential users-taken in isolation-it is not enough as what users need are a set of specific actions they could carry out to increase their own influence.
Addressing this problem requires advanced techniques to derive hidden correlations between the information that Twitter stores about users and their particular degrees of influence. That is one of the tasks that data mining and, in particular Web data mining [10, 11, 12] can perform. They use statistics and machine learning algorithms in order to discover relevant knowledge from a large amount of data by applying different computation strategy types such as classification, regression or segmentation algorithms.
In this paper, we analyze different Twitter influence metrics and tools (Section 2) and perform a statistical study. After that, in Section 3, we apply data mining techniques to a dataset built with information collected from Twitter users in order to: (1) identify the actions which can increase the influence of a user depending on the most popular Twitter influence analytical tool and (2) discover if we can improve influence in more than one way. Finally, we conclude with directions for further research in Section 4.
Analytical Tools to Calculate the Twitter Influence
As we have already mentioned, there is no one way to calculate "influence". Up until now, maybe the most comercial of the existent measurement tools is Klout (which is even being used in scientific papers [13] ). Other sources of social media metrics measurement commonly used are PeerIndex and TwitterGrader [13, 14] . The three of them assign the user a score in the rage from 1 to 100, higher scores represent a wider and stronger sphere of influence. As we have mentioned in the previous Section, the algorithms used to estimate the influence level are not public. The owner companies provide imprecise descriptions of them. The users can know that in one way or another they use data provided by the Twitter's API (number of followers, number of retweets, etc.). As well as these data, Klout and PeerIndex, use some derived metrics and information from other social networks.
Tools
Klout. The final Klout Score is a representation of how successful a user is at engaging their audience and how big of an impact their messages have on people. Recently, Klout added LinkedIn, Foursquare, Blogger, Tumblr, Flickr, Last.fm, Instagram, Google+ and YouTube data to its algorithm to calculate Klout's particular derived metrics. They are: true reach(i.e., the size of one's engaged audience based on followers and friends who actively pay attention to and react to messages), the amplification probability (i.e., the likelihood that one's messages will generate actions such as retweets, likes or comments), and network score (i.e., how influential the people who retweet, mention, list of who follows you are) .
PeerIndex. PeerIndex ranking tries to reflect the underlying value of what people say and who cares about what they are saying -if they are a VIP or otherwise (this does not really matter). It takes into account the relationships they build up on various social media platforms since the impact of those relationships also affects their authority exhibited on the web to such an extent that authority on a subject is affirmed when the content that is shared is approved. In order to do that they use data from Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. The score is broken down into five sub-scores: (1) Authority: it measures reliability and trust; (2) Topic Resonance: it measures influence on certain topics the user influences; (3)Audience: it measures how people respond to all posts; (4) Activity: it measures how much content is posted about a topic; (5) Realness: it determines whether the account is an actual person, a feed, or a spam account.
TwitterGrader. TwitterGrader checks the power of a twitter profile compared to millions of other users that have been graded. The TwitterGrader team makes the factors that go into the algorithm readily available although those factors are itemized in no particular order and which one gets the bigger chunk of the influence remains unknown. Specifically, the grading system takes into account the following parameters: number of followers, power of followers, updates frequency, follower/following ratio and engagement.
Comparation
Twitter User List. To compare and contrast the tools that are considered in this study, we needed to compile a list of Twitter users as well as their corresponding rank values according to such systems. In particular, the list has been created trying to make it as heterogeneous as possible (domain, popularity, participation, etc.). Thus, starting from an initial subset of twitterers chosen from lists with the top twitterers, well-known companies, categories in Twitter, etc., we have automatically gathered the rest by adding people following users in the initial subset until reaching a dataset with some tens of thousands of users.
Using the corresponding APIs of Klout, TwitterGrader and PeerIndex, we collected information about their calculated rankings. In fact, although this last step was automated, different problems arose during the collection (fail whale error, cancelation because of time delay, users without information, etc.) and not every rank was available for every user. Therefore, the final dataset does not have registered information for all the initial users, but, even with that limitation, the dataset was composed of approximately five thousand users. Due to restrictions derived from the terms of use of some tools when using their APIs, we are not able to distribute the final dataset, although the scripts used to automate this task, and the final list of twitterers can be downloaded from [15] .
Correlation ratio between tools. Two of the three tools evaluated are in direct competition to become the facto standard for measuring the influence of social networks: Klout and PeerIndex. Despite the fact their algorithms evaluate distinct parameters and assign them different weights, only 0,44% of users obtain exactly the same score. This percentage rises to 52,45% for values that fall within the same decil. As is to be expected, this tendency keeps rising, up to 85,15% when we talk about values which coincide in the first quartile as shown in Figure 1 .
Particularly for Klout and PeerIndex (see Table 1 ), the coefficient of correlation between both tools is of 0,76 that corresponds to a positive correlation in which the high values of influence as calculated by Klout are associated with high values of influence calculated with PeerIndex. Not so for the pairs of tools TwitterGrader-Klout and TwitterGrader-PeerIndex whose correlations are effectively zero, that is, there is not any linear relation between these systems. In no less than 7,16% Klout and TwitterGrader return values in the same quartile, an amount which rises no more than 1% rising to 8,27% between TwitterGrader and PeerIndex. However, maintaining TwitterGrader in this study can provide very useful information and can widen the variety of actions focused to increase the influence.
None of these three tools provide the answer on how to increase your influence and improve your scores other than the obvious: put out good content, engage people who are influential, pick a shot set of subjects that you consistently share opinions/content/links about and be highly responsive to those that comment back to you. However, not all such actions have the same impact and none level is suggested as a threshold that differentiates between the least and the most influential Twitter user. In the next Section we explain how the use of data mining techniques can help Twitter users to derive concrete rules which guide them in order to increase their influence.
When there are large datasets and extracting new relevant knowledge is required, data mining techniques become very useful [16] . Data mining is a discipline that uses statistics and machine learning algorithms in order to discover models, patterns or relationships in the data that are being studied. Bearing this in mind, we want to know there is any relationship between the simple parameters collected from Twitter, the specific metrics calculated by some of the tools mentioned in Subsection 2.1 and the influence estimated by those tools in order to: (a) identify actions to increase the influence for a particular analytical tool and (b) discover rules that can be applied in more than one tool to simultaneously increment the influence.
Datasets Definition and Data Mining Tasks
We have used the list of Twitter users described in Subsection 2.2 and we have augmented it with more information. Thus, we have defined three datasets (one dataset for each tool) that incorporate attributes obtained from Twitter such as following count, follower count, etc. and the ranking values estimated by the three analytical tools. Additionally, two extended datasets (marked with * in Table 2 have also been created by including the specific metrics calculated by Klout and PeerIndex (for example true reach or authority).
Considering these datasets, in the context of machine learning, multiple algorithms can be used to develop different data mining tasks. In our case we are interested in a dual approximation: quantitative and qualitative. In the first case regression techniques are the most appropriate for our purposes since the class attributes with information to be learned from are numerical (ranking values taken from the studied tools) and we want to give a detailed approximation. On the other hand, we are also interested in simplifying the problem (from the point of view of the twitter user) and we reduce the numeric ranking to three discrete levels of influence (low, medium and high). In this case, classification techniques are suitable for the task of extracting knowledge with a qualitative perspective. Among all the possible methods and models available to represent the extracted knowledge, we have used those that induce decision trees because their rules are understandable by humans and can be easily translated into actions. Specifically we have used the regression (REPTREE and M5P [17, 18] ) and classification (C4.5 [19] ) algorithms implemented in Weka [20] .
Above mentioned algorithms use variance reduction and information gain ratio as splitting criteria to select the most relevant attributes to expand the tree. But the knowledge contained in the model surpasses the simply detection of relevant attributes, and go beyond the feature subset selection problem, detecting how the values of those attributes are related (different attributes in different branches, thresholds for every attribute, etc.). Anyway, the usage of the attributes selected in the models does not discard the possibility that other attributes could have similar (but slightly lower) importance.
Analysis of Induced Models
The models generated usually reach good quality results it terms of accuracy as can be seen in Table 2 . We show some performance metrics achieved by the different algorithms for every dataset (10-fold cross validation has been conducted). All the outputs (including the models and many more performance metrics) generated in the experimental process are available at [15] .
How to increase the influence according to Klout. The regression models that have been induced, using REPTREE or M5P, achieve similar levels of quality (correlation coefficient and relative absolute error). Although the regression trees generated by M5P seem simpler (smaller trees), this is because part of the regression complexity is in the rules created at the M5P's leaves, so REPTREE and M5P offer similar results in terms of complexity. As expected, the precision of the models increases when the specific measures calculated by the tools are considered (marked with * in Table 2 ). This reveals that those measures are really used by Klout and they hide part of the mechanism used to calculate user rankings.
In Figure 2 (left) the subtree for more influential users calculated by REPTREE for Klout is represented. Something that it is common to the entire tree can be seen here: the most important attributes to decide the ranking level are the true reach and the amplification which are specific metrics calculated by Klout. The third metric, network score also appears in the tree but in deeper levels (lower importance) and combined with other network attributes like the number of followers and followings. This suggests that the network structure is not the most important component for Klout to decide the ranking assigned to a twitter user, although it has some relevance. When considering classification trees, it is also clear that the inclusion of specific metrics help to achieve more accurate models too. When variations of the dataset that do not contain specific metrics from Klout are used to train the models, the performance decreases, and the reason is the high dependency that the tools have with their own metrics. Anyway, the models achieve reasonably high levels of performance and some conclusions can be extracted. In the absence of those specific attributes, the important ones are, primarily, the number of lists where a user is included (listed count) and the number of followers (followers count): the greater the values of these attributes, the greater the ranking assigned. Other attributes, not as important as those mentioned previously, but that can produce some improvement in the final rank are related with the personal information available for a given user. It is observed (an example is given on right side of Figure 2 ) that enabling geolocation, or personal information (like URL or profile image) clearly acts on the increase of the influence level of a twitterer. So, it seems that the best way to improve the Klout influence score (or perhaps the fastest way) is by incrementing the set of interactions with other Twitter users using both Twitter platform and other social networks. In other words, we are increasing the true reach.
How to increase the influence according to PeerIndex. Applying regression algorithms, PeerIndex also calculated the ranking value giving a great weight to their own specific metrics: authority and audience. To the contrary, activity, the third metric calculated, only appears in deeper levels of the tree. We would like to point out how this tool barely uses the number of followers and followings, which suggests (as occurred with Klout) that the relation between users is not a key component for PeerIndex to decide whether a user's rank should be in a low, medium or high level, but has some importance to tune up the final ranking inside that macro level.
When the dataset without PeerIndex metrics is used to train the models, the performance of the models decreases. Despite that aspect worsening, the models keep a considerable level of confidence and we can use them to extract some interesting knowledge. As can be seen in Figure 3 (left) , the most important attributes for PeerIndex to assign Other attributes also take part in the process, but to a lesser degree. However, the calculations made by PeerIndex could be influenced by some other attributes not yet mentioned. Thus, it seems that personal information can increase the final ranking in same cases. In this sense, Figure 3 (right) shows the regression rule induced in one of the leaves of a M5P tree. It can be seen how getting the verified tag or using a personal profile despite the default one increase the level of influence. Analyzing the models of classification generated when training with the discretized datasets, we reach similar conclusions for regression models: the inclusion of specific metrics calculated by the tool increase the quality of the model. But, when we try to extract some other patterns, forcing the non use of those specific metrics, we get more general ideas about what is really important. Concretely, in absence of those attributes, the relevant ones are the number of lists where a user is included (listed count), the number of followers (followers count) and the number of messages (statuses count). In this case, some attributes appear related with the information in the personal profile (URL, location, etc.) too. In summary, one of the best way to increase your influence according to PeerIndex is by sharing a lot of content and trying that such content gets commented upon or retweeted, i.e., incrementing your authority.
How to increase the influence according to TwitterGrader. TwitterGrader is a tool that seems to use simpler process to assign the influence level to a twitter user. The performance of the models induced by regression or classification learning algorihtms (see Table 2 ) is high and similar to those obtained for previous tools. Note that these high levels of quality are achieved using only the attributes extracted from Twitter (and rank calculated by TwitterGrader), while those levels were only reached when we included the specific metrics that the other tools calculate (with Klout or PeerIndex). Figure 4 shows a subtree of the model induced by REPTREE. We can say that only six attributes are used. The number of followers and followings are the most important characteristics, because they are repeatedly used from the root of the tree to the leaves. The other attributes that are rarely used are the statuses count, the listed count, the friends count and the geo label. Taking this into account we can say that the calculation made by TwitterGrader focuses on the relationships between users in a direct way. In particular, having more followers than people you follow and trying to have high-grade followers will raise your score. This can be difficult to achieve, and there is no guaranteed way to get influential people to follow you, though retweeting them and carrying on conversations through Twitter may help to increase your influence according to TwitterGrader.
How to simultaneously increase the influence considering the three tools. It has been previously asserted (see Subsection 2.2) that TwitterGrader shows a different behaviour than that of Klout and PeerIndex: the ranking values calculated by TwitterGrader are very high for almost every user (usually greater than 90). So, finding actions to increase the influence calculated by Klout and PeerIndex will be enough to increase the influence in all the tools at the same time.
When we combine the datasets that include specific attributes of Klout and PeerIndex and search for models that lead to high influence levels, we can detect some relevant attributes that concern the influence calculation in the three tools simultaneously: the true reach (from Klout) and the authority (from PeerIndex) are the only attributes used in the rules that are associated with very influential users. Consequently, in order to reach high levels of influence, a user needs to have followers that follow him/her actively (respond to his/her messages, share them, etc.). It is not so important the brute number of followers (which includes spam, bots, and other inactive users), but rather the number of active followers (indirectly measured by true reach). We have identified that medium influence levels can be achieved with more than 2 000 active followers, while more than 50 000 are needed if a user wants to be considered as highly influential. All the mentioned thresholds arise from the complete models that have been induced (they are available at [15] ). Inside this second group of very influential users, those that have a higher authority reach more intense levels of influence.
Some other actions that are common to high influential users are related with the configuration of the personal profile. All the Twitter users with a high influence have unprotected accounts (allowing anyone to follow them) and have set a default profile image. In addition, major use of the URL field (giving direct access to their own webpages) is notable.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work we have analyzed and compared three of the most popular Twitter influence metrics and tools namely Klout, PeerIndex and TwitterGrader. All of them summarize the influence of a Twitter user to a number that, in theory, should help us to measure how influential such a user is. However, in practice, this score is not really useful if the Twitterer does not know how to modify it, that is, what specific actions he could carry out to increase his influence depending on a tool.
In this sense, applying data mining techniques our study has arisen interesting conclusions such as: (1) the attributes used by existing analytical tools to measure the influence vary from one to another; (2) Klout and PeerIndex use a more sophisticated process to calculate the influence based fundamentally on their specific metrics and not on the network structure; (3) TwitterGrader applies a simpler mechanism to do that task based mainly on characteristics of his network topology; (4) detailing the personal profile (including description, url, profile image, etc.) can increase the influence; (5) keeping a constant level of participation on the social network or trying to have high-grade followers will also raise your score.
Furthermore, although the concrete algorithms used by the tools analyzed are kept secret, the classification and regression models that we have generated reveal the weight that each variable has in the final formula of the algorithm. So, the models inferred from our study can be directly translated into action rules (keeping a constant level of participation or detailing the personal profile). Besides, although some actions could suggest the same strategy, their cost can be different from one tool to another. For example, reaching the highest score in TwitterGrader by increasing the number of followers is easier than doing it in PeerIndex, since we just need around two thousand followers in the first case as opposed to the five hundred thousand that are required by the second tool.
In the future, we plan to design interactive models where the final user could guide the learning algorithm towards some specific action (removing the most expensive actions) also allowing a twitterer the possibility of discarding those recommendations that he/she considers unfeasible.
